
 Koh Samui villa 27/13 - Samui Cozy Villa Details

PID : 100592

Price : 116 USD

Bedrooms : 1

Sleeps : 2

Baths : 2

Country : Thailand

Region : Koh Samui

Town : Bophut

Description

Samui Cozy Villa is exactly as it sounds  a cozy and quaint rustic Thai villa that enjoys real

character. Situated within an exclusive boutique resort with a rustic Thai concept, the villa has one

bedroom with a double bed, an ensuite bathroom and a open style living area. Located on the

northern Samui coastline ensures you are in prime position to enjoy the most beautiful aspects of

the island. The villa itself benefits from a rustic design that uses dark earthy colors to create

something that is luxurious but very authentic. Although the villa doesnt have its own private pool,

there is a communal swimming pool situated on the resort just a short stroll from the villa.

Surrounded by lush vegetation that gives the villa a real tropical atmosphere, you can sit outside

on your terrace and absorb the surrounding nature. If you are looking for great value for money,

convenience and style, Samui Cozy Villa is an ideal choice.

LOCATION

This boutique resort is situated on the northern Koh Samui coastline just  under 1km to the beach,

restaurants and convenience stores. A short drive to Maenam and Bophut, where you will also find

Bophut Hills golf club is perfect for those that want to get out and see some of the local attractions.

This location is all about tranquility  the perfect island getaway place for you to enjoy a peaceful

holiday experience.

VACATION VILLA ACCOMMODATION

Bedrooms

The double bedroom offers total comfort for those perfect nights in paradise and has easy access

to the ensuite bathroom.

Bathrooms

The ensuite bathroom has a wash hand basin, WC and shower and continues the ambiance of the

dcor of the villa.

Dining Room

The dining area is convenient for serving from the kitchen and has a wooden dining table with

seating for two. Alternatively, you may wish to dine on the terrace where there is another dining

table and chairs.

Kitchen

 The quaint kitchen has everything you may need to keep your cooking skills on top form whist on

holiday. There is a double hob, fridge, and microwave together with a toaster and tea and coffee

making facilities.

Living Rooms

The living room has an L shaped sofa overlooking a glass coffee table and perfectly situated for

watching the TV, with its associated cable channels, in comfort. A DVD player adds to the range of

entertainment should you have time to tear yourself away from all the other attractions on the

island.

Rental Conditions

Property owner

Name : Thailand Holiday Homes



Phone Number : +44 (0) 800 014 8995

Prices

Low season : 116   USD

Normal : 116 USD

High season : 142 - 168 USD
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